Opal vauxhall

The company began manufacturing bicycles in and produced its first automobile in After listing
on the stock market in , General Motors took a majority stake in Opel and then full control in ,
establishing an American ownership of the German automaker for nearly 90 years. The
company designs, engineers, manufactures and distributes Opel-branded passenger vehicles,
light commercial vehicles, and vehicle parts and together with its English sister marque
Vauxhall they are present in over 60 countries around the world. In the beginning, Opel
produced sewing machines. Opel [9] launched a new product in he began to sell high-wheel
bicycles , also known as penny-farthings. Opel's two sons participated in high-wheel bicycle
races, thus promoting this means of transportation. The production of high-wheel bicycles soon
exceeded the production of sewing machines. The first cars were designed in after Opel's
widow Sophie and their two eldest sons entered into a partnership with Friedrich Lutzmann, a
locksmith at the court in Dessau in Saxony-Anhalt , who had been working on automobile
designs for some time. These cars consisted of Opel bodies mounted on Darracq chassis,
powered by two-cylinder engines. The company first showed cars of its own design at the
Hamburg Motor Show , and started manufacturing them in , with Opel Darracq production being
discontinued in Its reliability and robustness were appreciated by physicians, who drove long
distances to see their patients back when hard-surfaced roads were still rare. The Doktorwagen
sold for only 3, marks, about half as much as the luxury models of its day. In , the company's
factory was virtually destroyed by fire and a new one was built with more up-to-date machinery.
In the early s, Opel became the first German car manufacturer to incorporate a mass-production
assembly line in the building of their automobiles. In , they used their assembly line to produce
a new open two-seater called the Laubfrosch Tree frog. The Laubfrosch was finished
exclusively in green lacquer. Adam Opel led the way for motorised transportation to become not
just a means for the rich, but also a reliable way for people of all classes to travel. Opel had a
The "Regent" â€” Opel's first eight-cylinder car â€” was offered. Subsequently, during , a
second factory was built at Brandenburg for the production of " Blitz " light trucks. Fritz von
Opel famously attached solid-fuel rockets to his Motoclub in a publicity stunt, riding the
rocket-boosted motorcycle at the Avus racetrack. In , Opel became the first German car
manufacturer to produce over , vehicles a year. This was based on the popular Opel P4 model.
This was one of the most important innovations in automotive history. With its small weight and
aerodynamics came an improvement in both performance and fuel consumption. Opel received
a patent on this technology. With a 2. Opel automobile production ended in October , after the
company's American leadership had rejected an "invitation" to switch to munitions manufacture
a few months earlier. They kept manufacturing trucks at the Brandenburg plant , where the 3.
These 3 short tons 2. The first postwar Opel Blitz truck was completed on 15 July in the
presence of United States Army General Geoffrey Keyes and other local leaders and press
reporters. During the s and s, the Vauxhall and Opel ranges were rationalised into one
consistent range across Europe. By the s, Opel had emerged as the stronger of GM's two
European brands; Vauxhall was the third-best selling brand in Great Britain after the British
Motor Corporation later British Leyland but made only a modest impact elsewhere. The two
companies were direct competitors outside of each other's respective home markets, but
mirroring US automaker Ford's decision to merge its English and German subsidiaries in the
late s, GM followed the same precedent. Opel and Vauxhall had loosely collaborated before, but
serious efforts to merge the two companies' operations and product families into one did not
start until the s - which had Vauxhall's complete product line replaced by vehicles built on
Opel-based platforms - the only exception to the rule being the Bedford CF panel van, the only
solely Vauxhall design which was marketed as an Opel on the Continent. By the turn of the s,
the two brands were in effect, one and the same. Opel's first turbocharged car was the Opel
Rekord 2. In the s, Opel was considered to be GM's cash cow, with profit margins similar to that
of Toyota. The deal was later called off. With ongoing restructuring plans, Opel announced the
closure of its Antwerp plant in Belgium by the end of Opel's plant in Bochum closed in
December , after 52 years of activity, due to overcapacity. Opel withdrew from China, where it
had a network of 22 dealers, in early [33] after General Motors decided to withdraw its Chevrolet
brand from Europe starting in It was the first positive income since Opel operates 10 vehicle,
powertrain, and component plants and four development and test centres in six countries, and
employs around 30, people in Europe. The brand sells vehicles in more than 60 markets
worldwide. The first Opel logo contained the letters "A" and "O" â€” the initials of the
company's founder, Adam Opel. The A was in bronze, the O kept in red. In , Opel expanded and
started to produce bicycles. Around , the logo was completely redesigned. The new logo also
contained the words "Victoria Blitz" referring to Lady Victory; they were certain of the triumph
of their bicycles. The word "Blitz" English: lightning first appeared back then, but without a
depiction. Another redesign was commissioned in The new logo was much more spirited and

contained only the company name Opel. It was placed on the motorcycles that they had started
to produce in , and on the first cars which were produced in In , the logo was the shape of an
eye, and it was surrounded by laurels, with the text "Opel" in the centre. From the mids to the s,
passenger cars carried a ring which was crossed by some kind of a flying thing pointing to the
left, which in some form could be interpreted as a zeppelin , the same flying object being used
also as a forward-pointing hood ornament. In some versions, it looked like an arrow; in others,
like an aeroplane or a bird. Besides the hood ornament flying through the ring, Opel also used a
coat of arms in various forms, which mostly had a combination of white and yellow colours in it,
a shade of yellow which is typical for Opel until today. One was oval, half white and half yellow.
The Opel writing was black and in the middle of the oval symbol. Originally, the logo for this
truck consisted of two stripes arranged loosely like a lightning symbol with the words "Opel"
and "Blitz" in them, in later, s models simplified to the horizontal form of lightning which
appears in the current Opel logo. The jag in the lightning always follows the original from the
"Opel Blitz" text stripes, in the form of a horizontally stretched letter "Z". By the end of the s, the
two forms merged, and the horizontal lightning replaced the flying thing in the ring, giving way
to the basic design which is used since then with variations. Through all its variations, this logo
is simple and unique, and both easily recognisable and reproducible with just two strokes of a
pen. In the version, the lightning with a ring was used in a yellow rectangle, with the Opel
writing below. The whole logo was again delimited by a black rectangle. The basic form and
proportions of the Blitz logo have remained unchanged since the version, which made the
lightning tails shorter so that the logo could fit proportionately within a yellow square, meaning
it could be displayed next to the 'blue square' General Motors logo. In the mids, the Vauxhall
"Griffin" logo was, in turn, resized and displayed within a corresponding red square, so that all
three logos could be displayed together, thus signifying the unified GM Europe. Opel currently
has partnerships with association football clubs such as Bundesliga clubs Borussia Dortmund
and 1. FSV Mainz In , GM confirmed plans of a "hybrid global brand" which includes Vauxhall,
Opel and Buick to use more synergies between the brands. Opel cars appeared under their own
name in the US from to , when they were sold through Buick dealers as captive imports.
Historically, Opel vehicles have also been sold at various times in the North American market as
either heavily modified, or "badge-engineered" models under the Chevrolet, Buick, Pontiac ,
Saturn, and Cadillac brands - for instance the J-body platform, which was largely developed by
Opel - was the basis of North American models such as the Chevrolet Cavalier and Cadillac
Cimarron. The last two generations of the Buick Regal have been rebadged versions of the Opel
Insignia. In the first quarter of , It began to be built on the flexible assembly line at the GM plant
in Oshawa, Canada. Unlike the vehicles listed above, the Buick LaCrosse is not a rebadged
version of an Opel model. However, it is based on a long-wheelbase version of the
Opel-developed Epsilon II -platform, so shares many key components with the Opel Insignia and
thereby the Buick Regal. Though the Saturn had different exterior styling and had plastic door
panels, it shared the same body shape as the Opel. Both cars rode on the GM platform. The
Saturn also had a different interior, yet shared some interior parts, such as the inside of the
doors. The second generation of the Saturn VUE, introduced in for the model year, was a
rebadged version of the German-designed Opel Antara , manufactured in Mexico. The Chevrolet
Captiva Sport was introduced for the US commercial and fleet markets in late for the model. No
diesel versions are offered. From to , Opel models were produced by Delta Motor Corporation , a
company created through a management buyout following of GM's divestment from apartheid
South Africa. Delta assembled the Opel Kadett, with the sedan version called the Opel Monza.
This was replaced by the Opel Astra , although the Kadett name was retained for the hatchback
and considered a separate model. A version of the Rekord Series E remained in production after
the model had been replaced by the Omega in Europe, as was a Commodore model unique to
South Africa, combining the bodyshell of the Rekord with the front end of the revised Senator.
The Opel Corsa was introduced in , with kits of the Brazilian -designed sedan and pick-up
known in South African English as a bakkie being locally assembled. Although GM's passenger
vehicle line-up in South Africa consisted of Opel-based models by the late s, these were sold
under the Chevrolet brand name, with only the Kadett being marketed as an Opel when it was
released in In , the Chevrolet brand name was dropped, with the Ascona , Rekord , Commodore ,
and Senator being rebadged as Opels. Many Opel models or models based on Opel
architectures have been sold in Australia and New Zealand under the Holden marque, such as
the Holden Barina , which were rebadged versions of the Opel Corsa, the Holden Astra. Opel's
presence in China recommenced in with the Antara, and added the Insignia estate in On 28
March , Opel announced that it would leave China in Opel was long General Motors' strongest
marque in Japan , with sales peaking at 38, in However, the brand was withdrawn from the
Japanese market in December , with just 1, sales there in Opel is returning to the Japanese

market in Opel was marketed in Malaysia beginning from the s, and early models exported were
Kadett, Gemini , and Manta. Opel had moderate sales from the s until the early s, when
Malaysian car buyers favoured Japanese and Korean brand cars such as Toyota , Honda ,
Hyundai Inokom and Kia Naza , which offered more competitive prices. Sales of Opel cars in
Malaysia were dropped then, as Opel's prices were slightly higher than the same-segment
Japanese, Korean, and local Proton and Perodua cars, and they were hard to maintain, had bad
aftersales services, and spare parts were not readily available. Opel was withdrawn from
Malaysian market in , and the last models sold were the Zafira, Astra, and Vectra, and the
rebadged Isuzu MU as the Frontera, later replaced by Chevrolet. Opel was withdrawn from the
Indian market in , replaced by Chevrolet. Since , the country has been producing Opels in a
General Motors-owned plant since The plant was nationalized in Opel has exported a wide range
of products to Chile since In the s, Opel became the sole GM brand name in Ireland, with the
Vauxhall brand having been dropped. There were two Opel-franchised assembly plants in
Ireland in the s. The models assembled were the Kadett and the Rekord. From , the Admiral was
imported as a fully built unit and became a popular seller. Opel have produced five winners of
the European Car of the Year competition:. Several models have been shortlisted [ clarification
needed ] , including the:. Since the late s, the model names of Opel passenger cars end with an
a. As Opels were no longer being sold in Great Britain, the need to have separate model names
for essentially identical Vauxhall and Opel cars although some exceptions were made to suit the
British market was made redundant. The last series to be renamed across the two companies
was the Opel Kadett, being the only Opel to take the name of its Vauxhall counterpart, as Opel
Astra. Although only two generations of Astra were built prior to the model, the new car was
referred to across Europe as the Astra F, referring to its Kadett lineage. Until , the Opel Corsa
was known as the Vauxhall Nova in Great Britain, as Vauxhall had initially felt that Corsa
sounded too much like "coarse", and would not catch on. Similar to the passenger cars, the
model names of commercial vehicles end with an o Combo, Vivaro, Movano , except the
Corsavan and Astravan for obvious reasons. Opel took part in the German DTM race series
between and with the Astra , and despite winning several races, it never won the DTM
championship. Opel returned to motorsport competition with the Adam in From Wikipedia, the
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Components Engines. Figueruelas , near Zaragoza , Spain. Opel Manufacturing Poland [51]
Tychy , Poland. Vivaro B. Family 0 engines Transmissions. System Lutzmann. Wikimedia
Commons has media related to Opel. Cars Astra Corsa Insignia. City car. Agila A. Agila B. Corsa
A. Corsa B. Corsa C. Corsa D. Corsa E. Corsa F. Small family car. Kadett D. Astra F. Astra G.
Astra H. Astra J. Astra K. Large family car. Ascona B. Ascona C. Vectra A. Vectra B. Insignia A.
Insignia B. Executive car. Omega A. Omega B1. Omega B2. Luxury car. Senator A. Senator B.
Tigra A. Manta B. Tigra TwinTop B. GT Roadster. Meriva A. Compact MPV. Meriva B. Zafira A.
Zafira B. Large MPV. Zafira Tourer C. Mini SUV. Mokka A. Mokka B. Compact SUV. Frontera A.
Frontera B. Mid-size SUV. Kadett Combo. Combo B. Combo C. Combo D. Combo E. Bedford
Blitz. Vivaro A. Vivaro C. Movano A. Movano B. PSA platform. Compact car. Super 6. Luxury
Car. Kadett A. Kadett B. Kadett C. Olympia A. Olympia Rekord. Rekord P1. Rekord P2. Ascona
A. Rekord A. Rekord B. Rekord C. Rekord D. Rekord E. Commodore A. Commodore B.
Commodore C. Luxury vehicle. Admiral A. Admiral B. Diplomat A. Diplomat B. Sports car. Manta
A. Vauxhall's vehicle lineup is identical to that of Opel, but the Vauxhall brand is exclusively
used in the UK including the Channel Islands and the Isle of Man. Vauxhall is one of the oldest
established vehicle manufacturers and distribution companies in the United Kingdom. Vauxhall
sells passenger cars, electric and light commercial vehicles under the Vauxhall marque, and
formerly sold vans, buses, and trucks under the Bedford Vehicles brand. Vauxhall has been the
second-largest selling car brand in the UK for more than two decades. Vauxhall was founded by
Alexander Wilson in as a pump and marine engine manufacturer. It was bought in by Andrew
Betts Brown , who began producing travelling cranes; he named the company Vauxhall Iron
Works. It was a luxury car brand until it was bought by General Motors who thereafter built
mid-market offerings. From the time of the Great Depression Vauxhall became increasingly
mass-market. At various times during its history, Vauxhall has been active in motorsports,
including rallying and the British Touring Car Championship. The Luton plant employs around
staff and has a capacity for building around , units a year. Vauxhall sells high-performance
versions of some of its models under the GSi sub-brand. In the company built its first car, a
five-horsepower single-cylinder model steered using a tiller , with two forward gears and no
reverse gear. A single survivor could still be seen at the London Science Museum in To expand,
the company moved the majority of its production to Luton in Much of Vauxhall's success
during the early years of Vauxhall Motors was attributable to Laurence Pomeroy. He joined
Vauxhall in at the age of 22, as an assistant draughtsman. Hodges took a long holiday, and in
his absence, the managing director Percy Kidner asked Pomeroy to design an engine for cars to
be entered in the RAC and Scottish Reliability Trial, held in June that year. The cars were so
successful that Pomeroy took over from Hodges. Pomeroy's first design, the Y-Type Y1, had
outstanding success at the RAC and Scottish Mile Reliability Trials â€” showing excellent
hill-climbing ability with an aggregate of 37 seconds less time in the hill climbs than any other
car in its class. The Y-Type went on to win class E of the trial. The Y-Type was so successful
that it was decided to put the car into production as the A09 car. This spawned the Vauxhall
A-Type. Four distinct types of this were produced between 27 October and when mass
production halted in One last A-Type was put together in Two cars were entered in the Prince
Henry Trials, and although not outright winners, performed well, and replicas were made for
sale officially as the C-type, but now known as the Prince Henry. During the First World War,
Vauxhall made large numbers of the D-type, a Prince Henry chassis with derated engine, for use
as staff cars for the British forces. After the armistice, the D-type remained in production, along
with the sporting E-type. Pomeroy left in , moving to the United States, and was replaced by C.
GM executives. The company's future chief engineer, Harold Drew, left Luton for a spell,
working as a draughtsman with GM's Lansing -based Oldsmobile division. General Motors
continued to reposition Vauxhall towards the middle of the British car market, aiming to
produce higher volumes of more conventional cars that, using GM's large engineering, design
and production resources, would offer modern technology and high levels of equipment at a
reasonable price with competitors being the likes of Wolseley and Humber. The Cadet had been
the first step in this process, which gathered pace in June with the launch of the AS-type Light
Six. With an all-steel body and a refined and modern overhead valve inline-six engine, the Light
Six was produced in and 'tax horsepower' variants. Two-door saloon, coupe, tourer and
cabriolet bodies were also available for extra cost, plus a range of other body designs from
coachbuilders. The Light Six was an immediate sale success, surpassing all previous Vauxhall
products by a large margin with 26, examples being sold in just over 12 months and with the

Luton factory moving onto hour shift work to meet demand. Vauxhall had suddenly become a
significant player in the British car market. This was fundamentally the same as the outgoing
model with minor styling and interior updates, but with one major engineering change - namely
the addition of Dubonnet suspension to the front, making the new Light Six the first
mass-production British saloon car with independent front suspension. The overall strategy for
Vauxhall continued to be to make smaller models with the latest engineering developments.
Vauxhall and GM management planned a completely new three-model car range which would
use cutting-edge unibody construction instead of the traditional body-on-frame design. As well
as designing an entirely new car body, this change required major expansion, renewal and
investment in the Luton factory as well as a significant expansion of Vauxhall's engineering and
design staff. The first of the new models was released in September This was the H-type the
model number referring to its 10 tax-horsepower, four-cylinder engine. This was the first truly
small Vauxhall in many years. As well as its advanced unibody structure - a first for a British
saloon car - the also featured an overhead valve engine, fully hydraulic brakes and Dubonnet
front suspension. Other features included a full-synchromesh gearbox, mechanical windscreen
wipers and a 'six-stage' carburetor. The was considered to be the finest small car in the world at
the time of its launch and initial demand greatly exceeded production capacity. Just six months
after the 's launch, the 10,th example left Luton - a production record for the Vauxhall at the
time. The H-type was only the first and smallest in the proposed trio of similarly advanced
unibody cars. The I-type essentially the same as the but with a longer wheelbase and an
enlarged engine was introduced in September and the J-type , replacing the old Light Six, was
introduced the following month but sales did not begin until early This advanced three-model
range was very well received by critics and buyers and placed Vauxhall in the vanguard of
automotive engineering for the mass market in Britain. However the outbreak of the Second
World War in greatly restricted the sales of all new cars just as the new Vauxhall range was
entering the market and production was reaching full flow. Car production was ceased entirely
in May , by which time over 50, s, 10, s and 15, s had been built. During the Second World War,
car production at Luton was suspended to allow Vauxhall to work on the new Churchill tank.
Despite a bombing raid in August , in which 39 employees were killed, [20] it was taken from
specification to production in less than a year, and assembled there as well as at other sites.
More than 5, Churchill tanks were built. Luton also produced around , lorries for the war effort,
alongside the new Bedford Dunstable plant , which was opened in , with Bedford designs being
common in British use. As a morale booster for the company employees, on 23, 24, and 25
February , Adelaide Hall appeared in concert at the factory in Luton, where she entertained the
employees during their lunch break. In all, she performed in front of more than 10, workers; this
was the first time that Vauxhall had contracted a star to perform at their factory for three
consecutive days. Vauxhall was one of the first English car makers to switch from wartime to
civilian production, mostly due to the ease with which Bedford trucks in production for military
use could be redirected to the civilian market. The first post-war civilian trucks were made a few
days before VJ Day in August , with Vauxhall car production resuming in September. These
initial models were essentially unchanged from the three-model range H-, I-, and J-type unibody
designs that had been launched just before the outbreak of war in However, they were now
renamed simply as the Vauxhall Ten, Twelve and Fourteen respectively, were each available in a
single body and specification four-door saloons to what had been the Deluxe trim level to ease
production and had minor internal and external trim differences to account for shortages or
extra costs of various materials. Further rationalisation occurred in when the Twelve ceased to
be a distinct model and now shared the body of the Ten but with the larger-capacity engine.
These models were superseded by 'new' cars in GM management had dictated that Luton
should only utilise a single body design in order to maximise productivity and reduce supply
costs. The British government had also revoked the RAC taxable horsepower system and
replaced it with a flat charge per vehicle regardless of engine size. This meant that there was no
longer such an imperative to offer similar models with different engine capacities to fit in the
different bands of the old tax system. However Vauxhall's director of styling, David Jones,
managed to fit brand new exterior panels to the front, rear and rear-quarters of the old body
centre-section to give the L-type a modern look which shared its basic shape and features with
GM's Chevrolet Fleetline of the same year, albeit at a much smaller scale. The new models were
the Wyvern using the four-cylinder engine previously used in the Twelve and the Velox using a
new wide-bore development of the six-cylinder engine from the Fourteen. Otherwise, the
L-Types reused the three-speed transmission albeit with a switch to a column gear change ,
hydraulic brakes and Dubonnet suspension of the pre-war models essentially unchanged.
Those predecessors had been advanced for their time so the Wyvern and Velox were still
competitive despite being considered small and cramped alongside the likes of the Morris Minor

or the A40 Devon of Austin. The Velox especially, with its smooth and powerful engine in a
relatively small car, offered strong performance and good reliability to compete against the
V8-powered Ford Pilot. The L-Types were replaced by a truly new model, the E-Types, in with
the new cars having been in development since GM was still restricting Vauxhall to a one-body
policy and the range still consisted of two models differentiated mostly by their engines - the
four-cylinder EIX Wyvern and the six-cylinder EIP Velox. While they were designed at Luton they
drew a lot of influence from styling developments made in Detroit , especially the revised model
year Chevrolets. The E-Types continued the use of unibody construction, but of a brand new
and much larger design with full-width ' pontoon ' styling. They offered significantly more cabin
and luggage space and a great deal of effort was put into both the styling of the interior and the
reduction of vibration and noise. The complicated Dubonnet suspension system was replaced
by more conventional design using coil springs and twin wishbones with telescopic dampers,
while the rear axle retained leaf springs but also with the addition of telescopic dampers. The
transmission and steering remained little-changed from the existing design. Vauxhall planned
and developed a new range of short-stroke overhead-valve engines for the E-Types but financial
and production constraints meant that the first new Wyverns and Veloxes were launched with
the same engines as the outgoing L-Type. In the bigger, heavier E-Type models these gave very
poor performance, especially the Wyvern with an engine all-but unchanged since The new
engines, both slightly larger than the existing design, were fitted to both models during and
brought performance up to a competitive level. By Vauxhall was building , E-Type models at
Luton per year, with around half of production going to export - mostly in the Commonwealth
markets which still maintained preferential tariffs for British-made products. For , the E-Type
Vauxhalls received a facelift with new frontal and interior styling and minor mechanical
refinements. Most importantly, Vauxhall returned to offering three car models albeit all still
sharing a single body design with the addition of the Cresta , which was a more
luxuriously-styled and appointed version of the Velox. Following GM practice from America,
from this point Vauxhall began offering annual minor updates, improvements and styling
changes to its cars to both keep up with competitors and to tempt existing owners to replace
their car. Since the restarting of car production in the limiting factor for Vauxhall sales had been
production, sometimes leading to lengthy waiting lists for customers. While the Luton factory
had been expanded and modernised in the early s, the main restriction was the lack of capacity
for building the unitary bodyshells. Expansion of the body shop would require large investment
that GM was reluctant to release and this was the main reason for Vauxhall relying on a single
body design across three distinct models. In GM management sanctioned a switch to a
two-body line-up at Vauxhall with concurrent investment to expand both the body shop and
production lines at Luton. The new model would replace the four-cylinder Wyvern with a smaller
car using the same engine, bringing Vauxhall into line with the established norm for cars in the
1. The small model, named the F-Type Victor was announced first in February Although its
engineering followed familiar Vauxhall lines - a unitary structure, independent front suspension
with coil springs, a leaf-sprung live rear axle and a 1. The drivetrain was largely lifted from the
outgoing E-Type Wyvern, but the engine received a higher compression ratio and updated
carburation to account for the new widespread availability of high octane fuel and so made
more power. Stylistically the Victor followed the familiar Vauxhall trend of following American
styling trends, although the Victor took this to a new level by closely resembling the famous
Chevrolet Bel Air , complete with tailfins , prominent 'flutes' on the bonnet a modern evocation
of a familiar Vauxhall styling cue dating back to the s , wrap-around front and rear screens,
large chromed bumpers and an exhaust tailpipe integrated into one of the rear overriders. A
year after launch the Victor would also provide the basis for Vauxhall's first factory-built estate
car. Like the Victor these essentially featured updated versions of the drivetrain and running
gear from the E-Type models in a new, larger and much more flamboyantly-styled body.
American styling cues were again much in evidence, this time being heavily influenced by a
Cadillac concept car called the Park Avenue. Both the new Vauxhall models continued the
success of their predecessors. The Victor achieved new sales records for Vauxhall and in the
late s was Britain's most exported car, being sold in most right-hand drive car markets such as
Australia, New Zealand , South Africa , India , Pakistan , Thailand and Singapore. The model was
also sold in left-hand drive form by General Motors in Canada under the specially-created Envoy
name and under the original Vauxhall Victor name through Pontiac dealerships in the USA.
Nearly , F-Type Victors were built at Luton between the start of and the end of production in mid
With the Victor taking the place of many previous Wyvern sales, the P-Type models did not sell
in the same quantities as the entire E-Type range had, but over , were built between October and
July with over , of those cars being exported. Both models had their styling revised in to remove
some of the more extreme styling details. Both models also quickly developed a reputation for

rapid and severe structural corrosion. The F-Type Victor was especially badly affected by this
issue, caused by a combination of thin-gauge steel to minimise weight, numerous moisture
traps in its body design for instance the hidden tailpipe design encouraged corrosive exhaust
gases and condensation to collect in the rear wing corners , the fitting of a plasticised
underseal treatment to the floorpan which served to trap moisture and dirt once it became
chipped or cracked and the fact that the Victor was built in quantities and rates that the Luton
plant had not previously dealt with. A manufacturing plant at Ellesmere Port , Cheshire, was
opened in , initially making components to supply to the production lines in Luton, before
passenger-car production began there in In , production of the Vauxhall Viva small family car
commenced, with the new car being aimed at the like of the Ford Anglia. The German version of
the car was sold as the Opel Kadett. The locally assembled Vauxhall Viva was launched in
Australia in May In , Vauxhall's Slant Four went into production â€” the first production
overhead camshaft inline-four engine to use a rubber timing belt. During the s, Vauxhall
acquired a reputation for making rust-prone models. The corrosion protection built into models
was tightened up significantly, but the reputation dogged the company until at least the early s.
By the late s, the company was achieving five-figure sales on its most popular models,
including the entry-level Viva and larger Victor. In , the HC Viva was launched, which went on to
become Vauxhall's best-selling car of the decade, featuring among the 10 best-selling cars in
Britain each year until after , with production not finishing until , when the Viva nameplate was
finally discontinued after 16 years and three generations. In , the Vauxhall Firenza "Droopsnoot"
coupe was unveiled at the Earls Court Motor Show, introducing the public to Vauxhall's new
aerodynamic look for all of its subsequent s models. By , the Victor was losing sales in a market
that was becoming increasingly dominated by the Ford Cortina. This was not enough to keep
Vauxhall from being well behind market leaders like Ford in sales, and most of its range was
struggling even to keep pace with Chrysler UK formerly the Rootes Group. Vauxhall's sales
began to increase from , with the launch of two important new models, the Chevette , a small
three- door hatchback that was the first car of its kind to be built in Britain, and the Cavalier , a
stylish four-door saloon designed to compete head-to-head with the all-conquering Ford
Cortina. A two-door coupe and three-door "sport hatch" had joined the Cavalier range by , but
there never was an estate version. The Cavalier helped Vauxhall regain lost ground in this
crucial sector of the market, while the Chevette proved to be hugely popular in the growing
supermini sector, as more buyers turned to smaller cars following the oil crisis of The Chevette
range later evolved into a three-door estate, as well as saloons with two or four doors. Both
models were based on models produced by Opel, GM's German subsidiary, the Chevette being
based on the Opel Kadett , but with a distinct front end. This marked the end of a long and
gradual process by GM to consolidate its two European subsidiaries with preference for the
larger, and in terms of both absolute sales and market share, more successful Opel, which sold
vehicles to Vauxhall's From the late s and into the early s, increasing economic turmoil in the
UK, declining build quality, and increasing strike action throughout British industry and in stark
contrast, the Wirtschaftswunder or economic miracle of West Germany during the same period ,
plus the entry of the UK into the European Economic Community in , made maintaining two
parallel model lines serving similar markets increasingly undesirable. Following the
introduction of the Chevette and Cavalier, virtually all future Vauxhalls would be lightly restyled
Opels, under what was described by the company's management as "Opelisation". However,
Vauxhall retained its two British factories at Luton and Ellesmere Port, with most cars wearing
the Vauxhall badge still being built in the UK. The introduction of the Opel-based Vauxhalls
marked a significant improvement in both the design and build quality of Vauxhall cars, which
were now considered strong rivals to their Ford competitors. By the end of the s, Vauxhall had
boosted its market share substantially, and was fast closing in on Ford and British Leyland. In ,
Vauxhall strengthened its position in the executive car market with the launch of its all-new
Carlton saloon and estate, which were facelifted versions of the German-built Opel Rekord. A
year later, a more upmarket saloon model, the Senator , was launched under the Opel brand,
and finally became available as a Vauxhall from By , Vauxhall had increased its market share
substantially; it was still some way behind Ford and British Leyland, but had overtaken Talbot
the Peugeot -owned successor to Rootes and Chrysler UK. By this time, GM had decided to
withdraw the Vauxhall brand from most other European markets in favour of Opel. Similarly, the
use of Opel brand on the UK market would be confined to sporting models, and with the
success and wide range choice of the new Vauxhall products of the early s, the Manta was the
only Opel-badged car being imported to the UK by the end of When the Manta was finally
discontinued in , Opel models were no longer officially imported to the UK. Its successor, the
Calibra, was badged as a Vauxhall on the UK market. Early in , Vauxhall moved into the modern
family hatchback market with its Astra range that replaced the aging Viva, and quickly became

popular with buyers. The Astra was a rebadged version of the first front-wheel drive Opel
Kadett, which had been launched in , and was sold alongside the Astra for several years.
Initially imported from Opel's plant in Bochum , it was later produced at the Vauxhall plant in
Ellesmere Port. In , the company released the Mk2 Cavalier , the first Vauxhall of this size to
offer front-wheel drive and a hatchback bodystyle. Built at the Luton plant, it really boosted
Vauxhall's fortunes, with the Cavalier's sales for almost trebling its total for , and peaking at
more than , by During that time, sales of the Vauxhall brand more than doubled. This was
complemented in with an estate , based on the Camira produced in Australia by Holden , with
the tailgates for the Vauxhall version being built there and shipped to Luton. The Cavalier was
relaunched in , an all-new format that won praise for its sleek looks and much-improved
resistance to rust. April had the launch of the Nova supermini, a rebadged version of the
Spanish -built Opel Corsa. The new entry-level model in the Vauxhall range, it was available as a
hatchback or a saloon and was solely built at the Zaragoza plant in Spain. This completed
Vauxhall's regeneration, and by the end of the s, it had overtaken Austin as Britain's
second-most popular carmaker. The arrival of the Nova also spelled the end of the Chevette in
after nearly a decade in production. The Astra further strengthened its position in the market
with an all-new model in the autumn of , featuring an aerodynamic design reminiscent of Ford's
larger Sierra. From the spring of , the Vauxhall Nova was also available as a four-door saloon
and five-door hatchback. In January , Vauxhall launched the Belmont , a saloon version of the
Astra, which offered more interior space and was almost as big as a Cavalier. However, this car
failed to reach Vauxhall's expectations in terms of sales, and from was rebadged the Astra
Belmont. Vauxhall won another "European Car of the Year" award with its all-new Vauxhall
Carlton , a rebadged Opel-built vehicle and badged Opel Omega in the rest of Europe, sealing
the award for A year after the launch of the MK2 Carlton, Vauxhall revitalised its flagship
Senator to create a new-generation luxury saloon. The Luton-built Cavalier Mk3 sold as the Opel
Vectra in Ireland and mainland Europe entered its third generation in with an all-new sleek
design that further enhanced its popularity. Falling between the Cavalier and Senator was the
Opel-built Carlton Opel Rekord and later Opel Omega elsewhere â€” relaunched in , and was
voted European Car of the Year , a large four-door family saloon. Most importantly, the latest
generation of Vauxhall models dispelled the image of rusting cars that had for so long put
potential buyers off the Vauxhall brand, and given it a strong competitor in all the major market
sectors, whereas during the first half of the s, only the Viva was a serious threat to any of its key
rivals. By , Vauxhall was preparing to launch the MK3 Astra, and its first 4X4 off-road vehicle,
while a replacement for the Nova was also in development. In , Vauxhall's corporate
headquarters were moved to Griffin House, formerly the company's design and testing building.
Vauxhall joined forces with Isuzu to produce the Frontera , a four-wheel drive off-roader
available in short- and long-wheelbase versions. In , the Cavalier was firmly re-established as
Britain's most popular large family car, with more than , sales, while the third-generation Astra
relaunched in with , sales was continuing to narrow the gap between itself and the best-selling
Ford Escort. The decade-old Nova was axed in , in favour of the all-new Corsa , adopting the
European naming of the model; its distinctive styling and practical interior began attracting
more sales than its predecessor had done. In , GM ceased production of Bedford Vehicles
because their profits were decreasing over time. Bedford Vehicles had been Vauxhall's
commercial vehicle arm, making successful vans, trucks, and lorries since the s. The last "true"
Bedford light commercials â€” the Bedford HA and Bedford CF panel vans â€” had already
ceased production in and , respectively, and had been replaced by licence-built versions of
Isuzu and Suzuki vans such as the Midi and Rascal. Also in , the Vauxhall Carlton nameplate
was abandoned after 16 years, and Omega took its place, becoming the first model to feature
the new corporate "V" grille. Vauxhall also added another vehicle to its four-wheel drive line-up
in the shape of the Isuzu-based Monterey. The Cavalier nameplate was discontinued in after 20
years, a full model after Opel had dropped its Ascona nameplate, Vauxhall adopting the
common Vectra nameplate for its successor, completing a policy by General Motors that
aligned and identically badged all Vauxhall and Opel models. By this time, many left hand drive
Opel Vectras were being produced at Vauxhall's Luton plant. In , the seven-seater compact MPV
Zafira , based on the Astra chassis, went on sale and the Vauxhall Monterey was withdrawn
from sale in the UK, although it continued to sell in the rest of Europe as an Opel. In the late s,
Vauxhall received criticism in several high-profile car surveys. In , a Top Gear
customer-satisfaction survey condemned the Vauxhall Vectra as the least satisfying car to own
in Britain. A year later, the Vauxhall marque was ranked last by the same magazine's
customer-satisfaction survey. The Vauxhall range received particular criticism for breakdowns,
build-quality problems, and many other maladies, which meant that quality did not reflect sales
success. Nevertheless, Vauxhall was competing strongly in the sales charts, and by was closer

to Ford in terms of sales figures than it had been in years. In , Vauxhall entered the sports car
market with the Lotus -based VX roadster. The new Agila city car and a second-generation
Corsa supermini also went on sale. On 12 December , Vauxhall announced that car production
at its Luton plant would cease in , with the final vehicle being made in March following the end
of production of the Vectra B and production of its replacement moving to Ellesmere Port
alongside the Astra. On 17 May , Vauxhall announced the loss of jobs from Ellesmere Port's 3,
staff, part of significant worldwide staff reductions by GM. In , the all-new Vectra went on sale,
alongside a large hatchback badged as the Signum , which arrived the following year. The year
was one of the best ever for Vauxhall sales in the UK. The Corsa was Britain's second-most
popular new car, and gave the marque top spot in the British supermini car sales charts for the
first time. The Astra was Britain's third-best selling car that year, while the Vectra and the Zafira
a compact MPV launched in were just outside the top The second-generation Vectra was
launched in and was further improved over earlier Vectras, but was still hardly a class-leader,
and now had to be content with lower sales due to a fall in popularity of D-sector cars, although
a facelift in sparked a rise in sales. In , Vauxhall Omega production ended after nine years, with
no direct replacement, while the Meriva mini-MPV was launched. Perhaps the most important
Vauxhall product of the s so far is the fifth-generation Astra, launched in early , and praised by
the motoring press for its dramatic styling. It was an instant hit with buyers, and was the
nation's second-best selling car in and , giving the Ford Focus its strongest competitor yet.
Many police forces across the United Kingdom adopted the Astra as the standard patrol vehicle
panda car. Also in , production of the Frontera ended after 13 years, with no direct replacement.
The second-generation Corsa had been Britain's most popular supermini for most of its
production life, but by , it had started to fall behind the best of its competitors, so an all-new
model was launched. This Corsa sold far better than either of the previous Corsas, and it was an
instant hit with buyers. Also in , the second-generation Zafira was the 10th-best selling car in
the UK, the first time that an MPV had featured in the top 10 in Britain. In , Vauxhall's new 4x4,
the Vauxhall Antara , was released in July. In , Vauxhall began rebranding with a modified
corporate logo. Vauxhall launched the new Agila city car. On 30 May , a deal was announced
that was to lead to the spin-off of the Vauxhall and Opel brands into a new company. By then,
the sale of Vauxhall and its German sister subsidiary, Opel, was being negotiated as part of a
strategy driven by the German government to ring fence the businesses from any General
Motors asset liquidation. In , the new Vauxhall Movano was launched and a new Meriva
launched at Geneva Motor Show went on sale in mid It won the "European Car of the Year". A
new Vauxhall Combo went on sale in late and a facelifted Corsa went on sale in early In , the
Vauxhall Adam city car was launched at the Paris Motor Show in late , with sales beginning in
early In December , safety officials asked Vauxhall to initiate a full safety recall of the Zafira B
model, due to a worrying level of "improper repairs"'. The historic Adam Opel GmbH remains
property of GM, with the sole purpose of paying out the factory pensions of the former Opel
workers who left up to 31 July However, the model never got to the showroom in the United
Kingdom. The VXR badge was intended to be a symbol of the combined technological
resources of the global General Motors group, and the recognised expertise of consultants
Lotus and the Triple Eight Racing Team. VXR models are no longer in production, being
replaced by the GSi line. The VXR brand has been ushered into hiatus by the purchase of the
Vauxhall brand by PSA Groupe, all models listed within the table have been discontinued.
General Motors began to merge the product lines of Vauxhall and Opel in the early s, largely in
favour of Opel products. The HA Viva was developed under some secrecy and exhibited
remarkable similarities with the Opel Kadett released a year previously, while the FE Victor was
essentially the first overt exponent of this strategy, sharing its platform and several body
fittings with the Opel Rekord D , although it still retained Vauxhall-designed running gear and
had no interchangeable body panels. By the end of the s most Vauxhalls were based on Opel
designs. The Chevette , Cavalier and Carlton were restyled versions of the Kadett, Ascona and
Rekord respectively, all featuring the distinctive sloping 'Droopsnoot' front end first prototyped
on the HPF Firenza , with Vauxhall engines preserved in the form of the Viva-sourced unit fitted
to the Chevette and Cavalier, and the much larger cc slant-four for the homologation-special
Chevette HS. These were also sold in left hand drive in continental European markets, including
the Netherlands , [54] Belgium , the Scandinavian countries, Italy and Portugal , in competition
with their Opel counterparts. The original Astra , launched in , set the eventual precedent for all
GM Europe vehicles from that point onward â€” apart from the badging it had no styling or
engineering difference from its Opel sister â€” the Kadett D. Until the early s, GM dealers in the
United Kingdom sold highly similar Opel and Vauxhall models alongside each other, Opel
having been introduced in However, this strategy was gradually abandoned â€” the Senator
reverted to being badged as a Vauxhall for the model year, and the Opel Monza disappeared at

the end of , whilst the Manta was withdrawn in In New Zealand, the brand was withdrawn in
favour of Holden after the demise of the Chevette. GM Europe then began to standardise model
names across both brands in the early s. Apart from the VX, sold by Opel as the Speedster, all
of Vauxhall's subsequent models have had the same names as those of Opel. However, the Viva
revives earlier practice due to its Opel equivalent, the Karl, intentionally invoking Karl Opel, the
second proprietor of the Opel business. Despite this, the Adam, named after his father and the
founder of the company, is sold in Britain without a name change, potentially as it appears less
overtly German. From , Vauxhall models differed from Opels in their distinctive grille â€”
featuring a "V", incorporating the Vauxhall badge. The "V" grille was not, however, used on the
Vectra-replacing Insignia , unveiled in and the Vauxhall Astra and the Vauxhall Meriva. All the
above, plus the US Saturn brand up to its demise in , used the same grille bar with the "V"
almost entirely muted out. These bars all carried identical badge mounts, enabling brand
badges to be readily interchangeable. The Opel-badged versions in right-hand drive form still
however find their way into the United Kingdom; either as grey imports from Ireland or Malta, or
are sold as new from car supermarkets who have sourced Irish specification vehicles in bulk.
Imports of this vehicle were limited to 15, to avoid additional safety testing. The bodywork for
the Holden Camira estate was used for the Vauxhall Cavalier estate in the UK though not for the
identical Opel Ascona in the rest of Europe â€” conversely the rear bodywork of the T-car
Vauxhall Chevette estate and Bedford Chevanne van was used for the respective Holden Gemini
versions. Vauxhall is headquartered in Luton, Bedfordshire, and has major manufacturing
facilities in Luton commercial vehicles, owned by sister company IBC Vehicles and Ellesmere
Port , the United Kingdom passenger cars. The Luton plant currently employs around staff and
has a capacity of approximately , units. The Ellesmere Port plant currently employs around 1,
staff and has a capacity of approximately , units. From to Vauxhall operated a truck and bus
vehicle assembly plant in Dunstable , Bedfordshire. Developed and opened by Vauxhall in under
instruction from the Ministry of Production as a shadow factory , it became a production site for
Bedford Vehicles in the s. Vauxhall's original car plant in Luton stood next to the commercial
vehicle plant. After production ceased there in , the plant was demolished and, after several
proposals for redevelopment, permission was granted for the site to be redeveloped as the
Napier Park in January By marriage, he also gained the rights to an area near London, south of
the Thames. The house he built, Fulk's Hall, became known in time as Vauxhall. Vauxhall Iron
Works adopted this emblem from the coat of arms to emphasise its links to the local area. When
Vauxhall Iron Works moved to Luton in , the griffin emblem coincidentally returned to its
ancestral home. The logo as pictured used to be square, but it is now circular, to enable it to fit
in the same recess designed for the circular Opel emblem. Since the s, the griffin has been
redesigned and released nine times. Bill Parfitt , Chairman and managing director of GM UK,
said, "While the new-look Griffin pays homage to our year-plus manufacturing heritage in the
UK, it also encapsulates Vauxhall's fresh design philosophy, first showcased in the current
Astra, and set to continue with Insignia. The current Vauxhall Motors logo, first appeared in
advertising in late before becoming the brand logo in June Vauxhall Motors sponsored the
Football Conference , the highest non-league division of English football , from until It took over
from Gola , and remained in association with the league for twelve years, before ending its
backing and being replaced by Nationwide Building Society. In , Vauxhall became the primary
sponsor for the home nations national football teams England, Northern Ireland, Scotland and
Wales. Vauxhall has competed successfully in several forms of motorsport. During the s
Vauxhall had a strong presence on the British rallying scene. The Magnum coupe was heavier
and less powerful than the dominant Ford Escort , but still put up some strong performances in
the hands of drivers such as Will Sparrow and Brian Culcheth. From , Vauxhall decided to
heighten their profile in the sport by building a homologation -special version of the Vauxhall
Chevette , known as the Chevette HS. Airikkala won the British Rally Championship in a
Chevette in The Chevette was retired in , and effort was concentrated for the next few years on
the Group B Opel Manta However, the Vauxhall Astra and Vauxhall Nova were campaigned in
the lower power classes during the mids, and became popular amateurs' cars thanks to their
reliability, ease of tuning and ready supply of parts. As a two-litre, front-wheel-drive car it was
unable to challenge the four-wheel-drive cars for outright victory, but did score top ten placings
on several World Championship events. Louise Aitken-Walker won the ladies' World
Championship in in an Astra, despite a serious accident on that year's Rally of Portugal when
her car rolled down a hillside and into a lake. During â€”92 serious consideration was given to
campaigning the four-wheel-drive version of the Vauxhall Calibra in British and possibly world
rallies, and a trial version contested the Swedish Rally in the hands of Stig Blomqvist. However,
the cost was judged prohibitive, and in any case the 'Formula 2' category had been introduced
into British rallying. The latest version of the Astra was an ideal contender, and won the

category in the and championships, driven by David Llewellin. Vauxhall campaigned successive
versions of the Astra in the British championship until the late s. The lead driver was John
Cleland , who remained with the team until his retirement in The Cavalier was competitive, and
often the fastest front-wheel-drive car in the series, and Cleland was second in the title race in ,
and then fourth in the following two years. In , however, he won the title adding to his title win in
an Astra. The Cavalier was replaced by the Vectra for Vauxhall also won the Manufacturers
Award and Teams Award every year also. In the Astra Coupe was replaced by the Astra Sport
Hatch however it was not as competitive as the Astra Coupe and restricted success for Vauxhall
in and In The regulations changed again and Vauxhall brought the Vectra back. Fabrizio
Giovanardi finished 3rd in the championship in before Vauxhall pulled sponsorship out at the
end of due to and the economic crisis and lack of official manufacturers in the BTCC. The team
earned a podium at their first meeting of the year at Brands Hatch, and their best finish was a
2nd at Silverstone, with Rob Huff standing in for Tom Chilton. The first round of the year saw
Senna Proctor take both his and the Team's first win at Brands Hatch, as he made an incredible
drive from P28 to take the chequered flag. Josh Cook followed at Donington just a few weeks
later with a Pole Position and a Lights to Flag victory in the first race, followed by yet another
podium in Race 3. Another win followed for Cook at the following round at Thruxton.
Throughout the year the team managed another 10 podiums, and dropped no lower than 3rd in
the Teams Standings for the entire season. For , the decision was made to run as Sterling
Insurance with Power Maxed Racing, with two new drivers; Jason Plato , the most successful
driver in British history by race wins and former Independents Champion Rob Collard. At the
time of writing, the team have scored a number of podium finishes, and sit within the Top 5 in
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Chrysler. Opel now presents the electric passenger van Combo-e Life, which will be available
from autumn in versions with five or seven seats. After the Combo-e Cargo battery-electric
high-roof van, this model is the passenger version and comes in a short or XL length of 4. Opel
presents Combo-e Life as an all-rounder vehicle well-suited for families and taxi companies, for
example. The electric vehicle can be ordered with one or two sliding doors and, as the cargo
version, offers a towing capacity of up to kilograms. With all seats on board, the five-passenger
version has a minimum load volume of litres; in the long-wheelbase Combo-e Life, the minimum
luggage volume is litres. With the rear seats folded down, space is increased to up to 2, litres
short version or 2, litres XL. In the rear, buyers also have the choice between a standard bench
seat that can be divided in a ratio or, alternatively, three individual seats, each with fold-down
backrests. Like the Cargo variant, the Combo-e Life, which can reach speeds of up to kph, is
equipped with the familiar kW electric drive and a 50 kWh battery, which enables a WLTP range
of up to kilometres. The charging time is then five hours. As an option, the Combo-e Life comes
with a panoramic roof with an integrated electric sunshade. As a plus regarding equipment,
Vauxhall mentions a centrally running roof gallery with standard LED lighting and a litre box
that hangs from the roof above the luggage compartment cover and creates additional storage
space without impairing the view to the rear. In terms of assistance systems, the Combo-e Life
has the same features as the petrol and diesel-powered versions. Also on offer is a degree
panoramic reversing camera and the IntelliGrip adaptive traction system. The purely electric
high-roof van is one step below the Zafira-e Life, which is the passenger car version of the
Vivaro-e. The manufacturer has not yet announced prices. Your email address will not be
published. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Information on
Cars. Toggle navigation. Featured Sites SD Editorials. Online Guide and article directory site.
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Mileage modifications in cars. Miss conceptions about the 4L60E 4L80E. Vauxhall throughout
its history has attempted place cars on the forecourts of dealers that are attractive to buyers
and above all affordable. They have had serious competition in this role however, particularly
from American company Ford, although British Leyland provided serious competition for many
years. The first Vauxhall factory was opened by Alex Wilson, cars however were not the first
items to roll off the productions line; originally it was pumps and engines that were the
mainstay of Vauxhall's trade. It was not until that the first cars rolled out onto the forecourts of
dealers. Related Articles Author Most Popular. Motor industry expert Thomas Pretty looks at the
cars in Vauxhall dealers and their likeness to other GM owned brands.. Thomas Pretty's top
article generates over views. Bookmark Thomas Pretty to your Favourites. Auto Insurance Of
America The details regarding the car like where it is being parked, whether or not in a garage
which is supposed to have less risk of being stolen also the mileage of the car is a deciding
factor, if the ca EditorialToday Information on Cars has 4 sub sections. While the company
started out as a British owned and run operation this soon changed as in the twenties Vauxhall
was bought out by American car manufacturing giant General Motors. The decision to sell
affected the design and sale of the cars for generations to come, whilst also tying Vauxhall to its
new European counterpart Opel. The price of the buyout was only two and a half million
pounds, for this sum GM received the company lock, stock and barrel; the factories, dealers and
all the assets. Unfortunately the parent company was less inclined to inspire forward thinking
design and the cars were somewhat dull and boring, resembling their American and European
counterparts. While GM purchased Vauxhall in taking over production and the running of the
company, it was not until four years later that this American giant decided to buy out the
German company Opel. Since this time the two companies, their dealers and workers were
intertwined, producing cars that were practically identical in terms of design and build. Opel
cars are common all across Europe and are regarded to be GM's strongest European brand.
However, the Vauxhall Company have always rejected a name change for the sake of
homogenisation, fiercely clinging to their own identity as a British manufacturer. That said
nearly all models produced by both companies have been almost the same, just with different

names and slightly different styling. One example being the Opel Kadett, which in Britain was
labelled the Astra. The latter name was seemingly more popular as the both companies have
now adopted it for the most modern variant. That said within Britain there were Opel dealers in
operation, selling practically identical models to those of Vauxhall. This however changed in the
late seventies and early eighties when GM made the decision to faze out the Opel dealers within
the UK, the last Opel sale in the UK being in Opel cars do however continue to be sold in
Ireland, as the reverse of the closure process happened in this country. Vauxhall dealers were
shut or simply taken over by Opel during the eighties. The reason behind such a move was
duplication and GM simply making competition for themselves. Today both companies market
cars with the same names and design although the prefix naturally differs. Another sister of
both Vauxhall and Opel is Holden, predominantly operating in Australia. Once again this was
once an independent company but was bought by GM in This company has a number of models
designed by their European counterparts although has retained some of their independence by
marketing high powered models for the racing sphere. The most recent being the Commodore,
the first vehicle to be completely designed and built by the company for over thirty years.
Clearly it is Holden that has managed to retain the largest amount of independence within the
GM dominion. Vauxhall has had trouble continuing its independent nature as one of the
subsidiaries of GM. But being owned by such a powerful parent company has ensured their
survival in a UK car industry that has experienced decline since the mid twentieth century.
Today the cars on forecourts of dealers owe as much to GM as they do to the work of Alex
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market. In addition to the new generation of the Insignia flagship, the revolutionary electric
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